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PROVINCIAL PHOTO CONTEST – 2022 Convention 
 
Photos will be displayed on the SWF website, with online votes being accepted during the SWF annual Convention 
(February) 
 
Branches wishing to enter the photo contest must have the photos submitted to the SWF Central Office 
(sask.wildlife@swf.sk.ca) electronically, either as the original digital file or as a scan. Submissions need to be sent in 
no later than February 11, 2022. 
 
The following list of rules will be adhered to: 
 
Categories:  
• Wildlife (Saskatchewan only, Big Game, Predators, Birds, Fish, etc., no animals in the confines of a park or 

game farm, no hunting photos. We are asking for Saskatchewan wildlife in their natural state. Humans not 
allowed.) 

• Scenery (Saskatchewan only, humans not allowed) 

 
Rules: 

1. Photos can be entered only once. 

2. Photos will not be accepted from individuals. Entries accepted from SWF members only, and must be through 
the local branch. Verification from branch executive must accompany the entry. Branch name, photographer, 
and address should be included in the email that they are attached to.  

3. Competition is for amateur photographers only. Trail camera / UAV photos not allowed. 

4. Open to all ages. 

5. Each branch may enter one photo for each category. The branches will select their entries, and monitor the 
rules for the provincial competition. 

6. Lighting, development, type of film used, will be the choice of the participant. Digital photo enhancement is 
limited to cropping, dust removal, and adjusting lighting and color. Any photo layering or combining will not 
be permitted. 

7. The link for the online voting will be found on the website page that has the photos on it.  

8. Photos will be numbered for the display. 

9. Ribbons will be awarded to the top three in each category and announced at a later date. 

10. Winning photographs will be featured on next year's Convention Book, and entries in each category may be 
featured in the Outdoor Edge Magazine, the SWF web site, and/or SWF promotional material. 

11. The SWF is not responsible for loss or damage of entries. 
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